Our Commitment to Our Community
from Lindsey Leonard, Executive Director

You inspire us! It is through your commitment that Teddy Bear Cancer Foundation continues to be the lead agency in Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, and Ventura counties that families turn to in their time of need. We are deeply grateful to you for being such an imperative part of this generous and compassionate community.

In 2017, we were honored to have you by our side as we celebrated “15 Years Strong” in recognition of our 15-year anniversary. What a great year it was! The number of families we served grew substantially – up 21 percent from 2016. We successfully reached out to more families and treatment centers, but sadly, we also saw an increase in the number of cancer relapse cases. Because of generous people like you, we were able to meet the increased demand for assistance and did not have to implement a waiting list.

To those of you who have offered your steadfast support over the years, I’d like to say thank you. As we reflect on a remarkably successful year, we are grateful for your gift of time, talents, and dollars to help our precious children.

To those of you who are new to Teddy Bear Cancer Foundation, thank you for joining this wonderful community of big-hearted supporters who help our Little Heroes. These children are going through a battle that no child should ever have to experience.

Lindsey Leonard, Executive Director
CHILDHOOD CANCER AFFECTS THE WHOLE FAMILY, NOT JUST THE CHILD BATTLING CANCER.

We support the family from initial diagnosis, through treatment, and long after recovery. We make sure families feel genuinely supported and know they are not alone.

THAT’S WHY TEDDY BEAR CANCER FOUNDATION EXISTS.

Our Mission: Empowers families living in Santa Barbara, Ventura, and San Luis Obispo counties that have a child with cancer by providing financial, educational, and emotional support.
CANCER AFFECTS THE WHOLE FAMILY, NOT JUST THE CHILD IN TREATMENT.

There are many hardships a family experiences after a pediatric cancer diagnosis. For the child with cancer, it can be physically painful and scary. Many children also struggle in school due to the side effects of treatment. For parents, it is one of the most frightening and emotionally exhausting experiences of their lives. Many families lose income while seeing their child through treatment, causing significant financial stress. Teddy Bear Cancer Foundation addresses all of these issues.

PEDiatric CANcer IS TRAGIC AND UNFAIR.

As long as there is pediatric cancer, Teddy Bear Cancer Foundation will continue to be there for families. We offer programs to lessen the immediate financial, emotional, and educational challenges that arise, while providing ongoing opportunities for families to connect with each other in a safe space.

WE ARE ABLE TO DO WHAT WE DO BECAUSE OF OUR DEDICATED COMMUNITY.

We are a community of dedicated staff, volunteers, and donors who all believe in the same principle: No family should ever be alone in the fight against their child’s cancer. With generous community support, in 2017 we helped a record 839 individuals living along the Central Coast.

VOLUNTEER YOUR TIME

Share your expertise, passion, and heart with TBCF! There are many volunteer opportunities available throughout the year and we want you to join our team. Consider volunteering at a fundraising or program event, in our office, joining a committee, or becoming an intern.
In 2014, Jayson was diagnosed with Hodgkin’s lymphoma at the age of three. At initial diagnosis, TBCF was there to help with critical bill payments. His parents had to take significant time off work to care for him in the hospital, as well as care for his four siblings. He has since relapsed three times and has spent the past three years in and out of various hospitals. In 2017, Jayson received a stem cell transplant at City of Hope followed by ten weeks of proton beam radiation at Rady Children’s Hospital in San Diego.

TBCF has been there every step of the way, assisting with additional rounds of funding at the time of relapse, providing family counseling groups, delivering holiday gifts and baskets for Jay and his siblings, as well as providing comfort and care for his parents.

Jayson is currently at home, back in school and doing well. Due to missing school while attending to medical needs, TBCF is now providing tutoring services to assist with the transition back to his grade level.
OUR PROGRAMS ARE THE HEART OF TBCF.

There are many hardships a family experiences after a pediatric cancer diagnosis. Teddy Bear Cancer Foundation offers a wide range of programs to lessen the immediate financial, emotional, and educational challenges, while providing ongoing opportunities for families to connect with each other in a safe space.

FINANCIAL STABILITY PROGRAM - THE FAMILY FUND
EMOTIONAL SUPPORT PROGRAM - HELP FOR THE HEART
EDUCATIONAL ADVOCACY PROGRAM - TOOLS FOR SCHOOL
**FINANCIAL STABILITY PROGRAM** Teddy Bear Cancer Foundation knows how hard a childhood cancer diagnosis can be on the entire family—including their finances. We offer the following to low-to moderate-income families to ease their immediate financial burden.

**DIRECT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FUND** Low-to moderate-income families can receive up to $5,000 for critical expenses such as rent or mortgage, auto expenses, or hotel accommodations near the hospital so that parents can focus on their child’s healthcare.

**RELAPSE FUND** For children who relapse, families can request an additional $2,500 of financial support.

**FUNERAL FUND** We assist families with up to $2,500 to cover the costs of funeral arrangements.

**EMOTIONAL SUPPORT PROGRAM** TBCF provides professional and peer support to the entire family, including parents, the child in treatment, and their siblings.

**FAMILY COUNSELING GROUPS** TBCF offers supportive services in collaboration with local organizations and licensed professionals for families during the varying stages of their child’s treatment.

**“BEAR” NECESSITIES** TBCF provides items for families such as furniture, appliances, clothing, bedding, and hospital care packages.

**FAMILY CONNECTION EVENTS** We host a variety of social events, including family BBQs, trips for children and their families, and holiday parties. These events are designed to create a safe environment for families to gain support and connect with one another.

**CARE FOR THE CAREGIVERS** This program focuses on the parents and guardians, by providing an opportunity to build a sense of camaraderie. Events such as Mother’s Spa Day provide rest and rejuvenation for the caregivers of children with cancer.

**PROJECT HOLIDAY** Families of children in treatment can participate in Project Holiday to receive Christmas gifts, Easter baskets, Thanksgiving dinners, Valentine’s Day cards, grocery vouchers and more! All items are provided by donors and delivered to the families’ homes or the child’s treatment location.

**EDUCATIONAL ADVOCACY PROGRAM** Provides parents with the necessary tools to advocate for and successfully support their child’s academic career for a smooth transition back to school following their treatment.

**TUTORING SERVICES** Youth and young adults in need of individualized academic support are provided $500 in tutoring services by accredited teachers. This program is recommended for those in maintenance or remission.

**NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING** Helps families address learning difficulties associated with treatment. TBCF covers up to $1,500 for neuropsychological testing. Test results are utilized as a tool to understand and effectively advocate for children’s academic needs.
BECAUSE OF OUR GENEROUS COMMUNITY, FAMILIES HAVE A PLACE OF SUPPORT.

Thank you for partnering with us as we care for local families who have a child battling cancer. Because of you, we can provide heartfelt, impactful programs at a time when families need them the most.

“\(\text{I am so grateful for Teddy Bear Cancer Foundation. It’s so nice that people understand what we are going through on all levels: financially, physically and mentally.}\)"

– Karisa, TBCF Mom
The number of individuals who dedicated their time and talent to TBCF in our office, at events, serving on committees, or participating in our holiday efforts.

537 VOLUNTEERS

The number of individuals served since our founding in 2002.

2,142 INDIVIDUALS

During National Childhood Cancer Awareness Month in September, our community surpassed our fundraising goal and raised $515,644 to help the families we serve.

$515,644 RAISED

The number of TBCF children who heard the words, “your cancer has returned.” We were able to offer these families an additional round of financial support.

10 RELAPSES

TBCF experienced a 34% increase in the number of families needing financial assistance in 2017.

34% INCREASE

The number of families - this represents 839 individuals - served in 2017 living in Santa Barbara, Ventura, and San Luis Obispo counties.

188 FAMILIES

FAMILIES SERVED IN 2017

46% VENTURA 49% SANTA BARBARA 5% SAN LUIS OBISPO

HOW DO FAMILIES LEARN ABOUT TBCF?

Families are generally referred to us via their hospital social worker. Even though TBCF serves families that reside in Ventura, Santa Barbara, and San Luis Obispo counties, sometimes families have to travel outside the Tri-County Region to be treated. This is why we have relationships with treatment centers all over California.
WHY YOUR SUPPORT IS CRITICAL

In addition to the emotional challenges families experience and the educational hurdles the child must overcome, when a child is diagnosed with cancer, it can cause financial challenges. Parents often have to take a substantial amount of time off work or quit their job to be with their child in the hospital, resulting in a significant loss of income. This is where we step in to help the families.

“It’s not difficult to understand why we so strongly support TBCF. As lovers of children, and as parents of two grown, healthy sons, we want to help all families faced with children who have cancer see their children grow to become healthy and happy.”
- Jeffrey and Margo Barbakow
DONATE TODAY

MONTHLY GIVING
Choose an amount to give each month. It’s easy. And, even better, you’ll be making a difference each and every month.

CELEBRATE A LOVED ONE
Give in celebration or memory of a loved one. We’ll mail a beautiful card announcing your meaningful gift to the person (or family) you choose to acknowledge.

SPONSOR OR ATTEND AN EVENT
It’s an ideal investment for your company, or your family, to make a positive impact in the lives of TBCF families.

DONATING GIFTS OF SECURITIES
A gift of stock or other securities can make a significant impact in our ability to support families and you may be eligible to receive excellent tax benefits.

LEAVE YOUR LEGACY
You can help secure the future of TBCF for generations to come. Planned gifts offer you tax benefits while providing the opportunity to support our programs; or establish or add to an endowment. Please contact Lindsey Leonard, Executive Director, to discuss.

DONATE VIA MAIL
Send in the enclosed envelope.

DONATE ONLINE
TeddyBearCancerFoundation.org

CALL TO MAKE A DONATION
805.962.7466

EMPLOYEE CORPORATE GIVING PROGRAM
Check with your employer to see if your company supports their employees in their personal philanthropic giving by providing a matching gift. The impact of your gift may be increased, possibly doubled, or even tripled!
OUR COMMUNITY COMES TOGETHER FOR OUR FUNDRAISING EVENTS.

GOLD RIBBON CAMPAIGN & LUNCHEON

The Gold Ribbon Campaign is TBCF’s flagship awareness and fundraising endeavor held each September in recognition of National Childhood Cancer Awareness Month.

The objective of the Campaign is to educate people about the prevalence of pediatric cancer in our community; how it affects families; and inspire and galvanize the community to give of their resources, time, and talent in order to help families in need.

The Gold Ribbon Luncheon was held on October 5th with 396 guests in attendance. Andrew Firestone did a terrific job as our auctioneer.

The Campaign has raised widespread attention and, in 2017, the Campaign raised a record $515,644 to help families.

LITTLE HEROES EVENTS

These events are affectionately named in honor of TBCF’s children who experience a battle against cancer that no child should ever have to endure. They are our heroes!

In 2017, TBCF had two Little Heroes Events – one in Westlake on May 23rd at the North Ranch Center with a guest attendance of 110 and one in Santa Barbara on April 20th at the Fess Parker Hotel with a guest attendance of 252.

Our Santa Barbara event featured two exciting inspirational speakers—Gina Miles, a 2008 Olympic Individual Silver medalist and Shaun Tomson, a Former World Surfing Champion as well as award-winning film producer and author.

Our Westlake Village event included speaker, Melinda Marchiano, childhood cancer survivor, award winning author, and motivational speaker and Dr. Francisco Bracho, Director of the Pediatric Hematology-Oncology Program at Ventura County Medical Center.

UPCOMING 2018 SPECIAL EVENTS

LITTLE HEROES EVENTS
Santa Barbara | February 27, 2018 | Breakfast
Westlake Village | May 23, 2018 | Lunch
Oxnard | December 5, 2018 | Lunch

CALIFORNIA CLAM BAKE
The Harbor Restaurant | April 26, 2018

GOLD RIBBON CAMPAIGN & LUNCHEON
Gold Ribbon Campaign | September 1 - 30, 2018
Gold Ribbon Luncheon | October 4, 2018

For sponsorship opportunities please visit our website or call our office at 805.962.7466.
Teddy Bear Cancer Foundation was there to help my family. There have been countless times when they have brought a smile to my son’s face.”
– Jennifer, TBCF Mom
BECOME A SPONSOR

EXPAND YOUR EXPOSURE AND REACH IN THE COMMUNITY

TBCF is grateful to our sponsors for being champions of our mission. TBCF offers unique marketing opportunities that enhance visibility and promote businesses within the community. We look forward to extending these opportunities for increased involvement in our organization, thereby building enduring partnerships with our supporters throughout the years.

GET BEHIND ONE OF OUR SPECIAL EVENTS AND HIGHLIGHT YOUR LEADERSHIP

We rely on the generosity of individuals as well as businesses, which range from family-owned local enterprises to some of the world’s largest corporations.

Sponsorships are an ideal vehicle for your company, or your family, to make a positive impact in the lives of families in need while receiving marketing exposure associated with our critically important mission.

Teddy Bear Cancer Foundation has a long-standing history of hosting notable fundraising events. Our events are attended by local business leaders and community philanthropists and provide an exceptional advertising and networking opportunity, as well as a superb way to align your brand with an imperative cause.

With an average of 250 people at each of our events last year, TBCF has proven to be one of the most attractive, worthy, and influential organizations in the Tri-County Region.

HOW TO BECOME AN EVENT SPONSOR

Details regarding opportunities, ranging from $1,000 - $50,000, are described in the 2018 Sponsorship Opportunities Guide online at www.TeddyBearCancerFoundation.org. If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact Eryn Shugart, Development Director at 805-563-4723 or eryn@teddybearcancerfoundation.org.

“Teddy Bear Cancer Foundation helped me a lot during my time of need. I felt helpless before being introduced to them.”

– Emilia, TBCF Mom
COLLABORATIVE PARTNERS

TBCF is proud to partner with other outstanding organizations within our local community to provide the most impactful and high quality care for the families we mutually serve.

Angel Flight West
American Cancer Society
Be the Match at City of Hope
Ridley - Tree Cancer Center
Cancer Support Community Valley/Ventura/Santa Barbara
Community Memorial Hospital Cancer Resource Center
Dignity Health - Cancer Center of Ventura County
Eric’s Angels
Hearts Therapeutic Equestrian Center
Hospice of Santa Barbara
The Landon Pediatric Foundation
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society California Southland Chapter
National Charity League of Santa Barbara
National Charity League of Ventura
Santa Barbara Foresters/Hugs for Cubs
Surf Happens Foundation
United Boys & Girls Clubs of Santa Barbara County

TOGETHER WE MAKE A DIFFERENCE FOR FAMILIES.
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

Until there is a cure for cancer, the need for TBCF will exist. Thank you for keeping our kids at the forefront of your charitable giving.

$1,041,442 INCOME

2017 INCOME

31% INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS $321,187
24% GRANTS $248,000
16% CORPORATE CONTRIBUTIONS $167,934
22% SPECIAL EVENTS $226,913
7% IN-KIND $77,408

$1,035,144 EXPENSES

2017 EXPENSES

76% PROGRAMS $784,136
14% FUNDRAISING $143,937
10% MANAGEMENT & GENERAL $107,071

“We as a family feel more than blessed to have TBCF in our lives. They have done so much for our family during this 2 1/2 year battle. It’s been so hard emotionally and financially. All we can say is thank you for helping so many in need. Cancer is such a taker but it can’t take the love and faith that we have as a family. We love TBCF dearly.”

- Angelica, TBCF Mom
“During our most trying and difficult times, TBCF was there for us and lifted us up!”

– Rick, TBCF Dad
THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS

MONETARY & IN-KIND

PREMIER BEAR | $50,000 and above
Jeffrey & Margo Barbakow
Earl & Claudia Minnis

GOLD CHAMPION BEAR | $25,000-$49,999
Cancer Foundation of Santa Barbara
Roy & Ida Eagle Foundation
Kennedy Wilson Charitable Foundation

AMBASSADOR BEAR | $10,000-$24,999
Albert and Elaine Borchard Foundation
Amgen USA
Anonymous
B&B Foundation, Devon Geiger
Melville Wines
Melville Winery
Santa Ynez Band of Chumash Indians Foundation
Rudi Shulte Family
Rich & Trudi Schuette
Anonymous Foundation
Williams-Corbett Foundation
Yardi

VISIONARY BEAR | $5,000 - $9,999
Aera Energy
AlMdyn, Inc., Igor & Adriana Mezic
Amgen Foundation, Staff Giving Program
Linda Bedell
Johnson-Hanson Foundation
Charity Auto Donation Corp.
Timothy & Lisa Couch
Gardner Grout Foundation
J. Paul Gignac
The Lindell Family Foundation
Michael & Kathleen McCarthy
Melville Winery
Santa Ynez Band of Chumash Indians Foundation
Rudi Shulte Family
Rich & Trudi Schuette
Anonymous Foundation
Williams-Corbett Foundation
Yardi

ADVOCATE BEAR | $2,500-$4,999
All Saints-by-the-Sea Episcopal Church
Anonymous
Dan & Carolyn Shepard Baham
Bechtel Family Charitable Fund
Martin & Gina Bell
William & Kathy Borgers
Beckley & Heather Breathed
Citi of Santa Barbara Human Services
Compass Real Estate, Patrick & Pippa Davis
Brent & Eileen Dill
Andrew & Carolyn Fitzgerald
Patricia Glaser
Russ & Kim Jeter
MarBorg Industries
Jack Mithun & Mercedes Millington
Bill Pesso & Bibi Moezz
Montecito Bank & Trust
Michael & Aleisa Pfau
Rabobank
Mark & Nicole Romananta
Santa Barbara Investment Company
South Coast Church
Edward and Claudia St. George
Russell Steiner
Swift Memorial Healthcare Foundation
The Habit Burger Grill
The Painted Cabernet, Monte & Maria Wilson
Leifur Thordarson
Toyota of Santa Barbara
Larry Weidle

HEALER BEAR | $1,000-$2,499
Robert Adler
Alain Welty, Allstate Insurance
Altrusa Club of the Central Coast
American Riviera Bank
Rudy Alvaro & Tracy Angel
Andrew & Sarah Craig Arrastia
Bank of America Matching Gifts
Donna Barranco Fisher
Bartlett, Pringle & Wolf, LLP
Bass Lake Lions Club
Keith Berry
Nancy Boster
Dr. Bob & Patty Bryant
Tom Burk, CPA
Dr. Richard & Annette Caleel
Linda Clough
Cox Cares
Robert Curtis
Julia Delgado, MD
Steven & Susan Eng Denbaars
Mara Doversky
Doug & Lucia Engel
Nancy Ferguson
First American Title Company
Stanley & Roberta Fishman
Forrest & Mary Fleming
FLIR Systems, Inc.
Fraternal Order Of Eagles SM 1745
Amanda Frances
Brandon Friggione
Kurt & Anna Garbe
Robert Gilson
Nancy Goldshoill
Natalie Grubb
Jeff & Megan Hewitt
Hiwi, Inc.

HELP BEAR | $500-$999
Dr. Nicholas Araza
B&B Foundation, Debra Geiger & Eliot Crowley
Una Baker
Danie Berenguer
Timothy Bliss
Kerr Boeddeker
Kristi Bordeaux
Celine & Brian Borgatello
Chris & Kathy Borgatello Koeper
Francisco Bracho
Bryant & Sons, LTD

Pamela Huffman Foundation Fund
Wells & Diane Hughes
Kelly Hutzler
Hutton Parker Foundation
Michael & Kerry Kelly
Kim & Soren Kieler
Michael & Sheri Klancher
Barbara Klisky
Knights of Columbus, Council 1684
Marsha Kotlyar
Lindsey Leonard
Steve Lyons
Ralph & Diana MacFarlane
Angel & Frankie Martinez
Maureen McDermott
Lorraine McIntyre
Daniel & Tone Meisel
Milpas Motors, Jim Cook
Mission Wealth Management
Betsey & John Moller
Mike & Meryam Molyneux
Frederick Montgomery
Kenneth Montgomery
Rachel Pace
Pacific Western Bank
Andrew Pfeffer & Pati Karn
Eric & Nina Phillips
Hal Price
Sam & Joan Primm
Nathan & Margaret Rogers
Mariana Sarkisova
Dr. Richard & Nora Scheinberg
Daniel & Felicia Schoenewald
Pamela & Jon Shields
Anne Smith Towbes
Fiona Stone
Christi Sulzbach
Mia Teetsel
Pamela Temple
Milan E. Timm, Trustee
Shaun & Carla Tomson
Anne Smith Towbes
Truist
Leonard & Debbie Unander
Union Bank
Tanya Valenzuela
Village Properties, Renee Grubb
Village Properties, Mark & Sheela Hunt
Volentine Foundation
Steve Warner
Jessica Waters
William P. Neil Foundation
Travis Wilson
Alastair & Ann Winn
Brooks Wise
A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO JEFFREY AND MARGO BARBAKOW FOR BEING THE PREMIER SPONSOR OF OUR 2017 GOLD RIBBON CAMPAIGN!

HELPER BEAR CONT’D | $500-$999
Bunnin Chevrolet
Tom & Janice Caesar
Gabriella Cardi
Carlyle Salon & Style Bar
Michael & Ruth Cavaletto
Stephen Chaudet
Lorena Cheverez
Susan & Dennis Chiavelli
Alain & Kathy Clenet
J.W. & Sue Colín
Daniel & Jeanie Cornet
Cottage Health System
Kathryn Courain
Roy Crummer
Francisco & Louise DelJohn
Brooke Ebner
Scott Evers
Joe Ferreira
Lucy Firestone
Judy Foreman
Lisa Gaede
Peter & Bonnie Gerstenfeld
Jay Gibbons & Laura Giuliani
Glassybaby White Light Fund
Richard Glenn
Paula Goodrich
Harry Grumet
Michael & Lauri Hamer
Amanda Hogan
Insulate SB, Inc.
Jeff & Susan Jordano
Diane Kees
Kristin Kirby
Joel & Doreen Ladin
Gary & Terre Lapman
Ray & Trish Liden
Lara Logue
Matthew Long
Anna Lopez Garbe
Petra Luna
Justin & Melinda Mahy
Steve & Stephanie Marasciullo
Charles & Kristi Marks
Mike & Nicole McGrew
Alisha Megalyera
Jayme Misfeldt
Nancy Naretto
Network for Good
Devon Geiger Nielsen
Georgia Noble
Elizabeth O’Brien
Flint & Elizabeth Ogle
Panache Bridal
Jim & Sandra Andrade Pearson
Justina Pham
Matt & Michelle Pickett
Richard Pool
Pledging Foundation
Susannah Rake
Jeremy & Kathryn Roberts
Crosby Ross
Ron Rowen
San Luis Obispo High School Volleyball Team
Santa Barbara Auto Group
Frank Schipper
Jonathan & Lisa Standring
Jamie & Rachael Steidl
Jennifer Stierwalt
Jenn Stowe
Thrive! Choice Program
Mike Timm
Stacey Tipton
Carol Trasic
Shelly Van Zant
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
Mary Widmer
Rick Wilson
Ian & Erin Zellet
Ricardo & Olga Zucca

IN-KIND | $500 and above
Aesthetics Montecito
Anonymous
Teresa McElhaney Amboy
Amgen, Sandy Stahlberg
Jim & Sandra Andrade Pearson
Ashleigh Taylor Photography
Assigned Pilates Studio
Auto Camp
Jeff & Margo Barbakow
Emile Ball, Music Man
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck
Camerata Pacifica
Camp Canine
Andrea Carroccio
Casa Dumetz Wines
Channeltechs, Sean Checketts
Daniel Gibbings jewelry
Debbie Carty
Denner Winery
Don Parson’s Golf Instruction
Roger Durling
Evolutions Medical Spa
Fess Parker Double Tree Hotel
Carolyn Fitzgerald
Four Seasons Resort The Biltmore Santa Barbara
Flair Project
Goleta Valley Self Storage
Chris Graham
Jon Greenleaf
Katie Hamdy
Harbor View Inn
Paul & Karen Hermanson
Jones Ridge Ranch & Vineyard
Jump on the School Bus
Kimpton Canary Hotel
Eric Lieberman
Los Angeles Dodgers
Mad Fitness SB
Magic Castle
Igor & Adriana Mezic
Angelina Miller
Mission Linen
Guiliana Motin
Christine Girvani O’Brien
Old Spanish Fiesta Days
Olio e Limone Ristorante, Alberto & Elaine Morello
Pacific Plastic Surgery
Pacific View Mall, Alice Love
Jason Pennington
Cody & Susie Tipton Perry
Andrew Pfeffer & Pati Kern
Pizza Man Dan’s
Rancho Oso Guest Ranch & Stables
Alvaro Castellanos Rojas
Santa Barbara Airbus
Santa Barbara Festival Ballet
Santa Barbara International Film Festival
Santa Barbara Paella
Santa Barbara Scuba
David Selberg
Darlene Serpa-Wickman
Mark Shields & Jo Landis Shields
Craig & Eryn Shugart
SIMS Snowboards
Southern California Edison, Ventura District
Studio B Salon & Style Bar
Mossin Sugich
Sunset Kidd
Surf Air
Michael & Lacy Taylor
Tesla Santa Barbara
The Painted Cabernet
Tiffany & Co.
Shaun & Carla Tomson
Varial Surf Technology
Walter Claudio Salon & Spa, Angela Zungri & Walter Claudio
Warner Brothers Studio
John Weninger
Westland Floral, Brian Regan
Victorian Vogue & The Costume Shoppe

Teddy Bear Cancer Foundation makes every effort to list each donor accurately. Please let us know if we have inadvertently omitted any donation or incorrectly listed any donor.
LITTLE HEROES EVENTS
Santa Barbara | February 26, 2018 | Breakfast
Westlake Village | May 23, 2018 | Lunch
Oxnard | December 6, 2018 | Lunch

CALIFORNIA CLAM BAKE
Santa Barbara | April 26, 2018 | Dinner

GOLD RIBBON CAMPAIGN & LUNCHEON
Gold Ribbon Campaign | September 1 - 30, 2018
Gold Ribbon Luncheon | October 4, 2018

For sponsorship opportunities please visit our website or call our office at 805.962.7466.

Teddy Bear Cancer Foundation is proud to be one of only 2,106 of more than 1.8 million non-profits across the United States that are Gold Level Participants by GuideStar Exchange. Gold Level Participants are recognized for their commitment to maintaining exceptional financial health and furthering excellence in impact and effectiveness.